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Janie Glantz '75 (top) and Lilly Max '75 (bottom) arrive at White Hall for the beginning of the fall semester.
There is an excitement about the opening days of college in greeting 204 new students, embarking on the 14-4-14 calendar, discovering the new day care curriculum, anticipating our move to new buildings at mid-year! The Admissions staff can not even savor these "goodies" for it is already at work recruiting 275 NEW STUDENTS for September 1973 in order to have a minimum of 650 undergraduates.

THE CHALLENGE IS CLEAR as are some ways of meeting it. Your involvement in admissions could make the difference in Lesley's survival in this crucial decade. We are excited about channeling your energies, loyalties, commitments and talents as alumni in the recruitment process.

Our first priority in which you may share is enlarging our scholarship program. Next year we can not again afford to lose 55 students because we are unable to fund them adequately, nor an additional 15 to whom we can not even make a financial offer, nor can we welcome as few as nine students under our special guidelines - again because of money. We can not jeopardize our federal funding because our giving is not increasing substantially.

Alumni are urged to join in pledging monies for unrestricted scholarship through the Annual Giving Program. Such action alone could increase enrollment by 60 to 75 students.

MONEY IS THE BEGINNING. Without it we are lost. Even our moneysed sister institutions share with us the role of matchmaker - the constant search for students who would most benefit from our programs and who, in turn, would contribute to our particular colleges. The success of the student search is keyed directly to the commitment of each segment of the college to active, continuing, cooperative recruitment.

Lesley's Admissions staff is making immediate response to requests by prospective students for names of alumni to contact for general information about the College. Such a listing is being devised for distribution to prospective students this year (and for inclusion in the College catalog another year). Nationwide, we need YOUR name.

(Continued on page 5)
I hear and I forget
I see and I remember
I do and I understand

The thoughts are from an ancient Chinese proverb. The ideas are not new. But like many wise sayings, their application is often lost in a dusty corner of the curriculum library.

Dr. Mark Spikell, assistant professor of mathematics, remembered the phrase, and took it to Exeter, England, during August.

Dr. Spikell was invited to attend the Second International Congress on Mathematical Instruction and to present his ideas on the Initial Training of Primary Teachers at Exeter. As a part of his participation, two students also attended the Congress as Lesley representatives: Becky Higier, a graduate student and staff member at the Dearborn School, and Jill Collier '74.

An earlier paper, co-authored with Dr. Carole Greenes of Boston University and Lesley College, attracted the attention of the sixty-nation Congress, thus precipitating Dr. Spikell's invitation.

In his presentation, Dr. Spikell focused on "the concrete three-dimensional world of experience, and not the abstract, two-dimensional world of paper and pen," as the place for the elementary teacher to gain an appreciation for the teaching of mathematics.

"What I proposed in the model presented was that direct clinical experiences with concrete materials in a laboratory/workshop setting and with children should begin the first year of the undergraduate years (as we do at Lesley) ... and that after graduation from college, in-service apprentice type training extend for another 3-5 years before we consider a teacher for certification," he stated.

Calling for a reassessment of the teacher certification program, he posed that "The notion of obtaining certification after four years training is folly ... the span of certification should range up to ten years." He sees this apprenticeship under the guidance of specialists in subject areas as a necessary part of the certification process.

"Most elementary teachers remember their own early encounters with mathematics through drills and memorization—repetitious, difficult, and dull," he added. "Consciously or unconsciously they convey the fears generated from their past experiences to the children they teach."

"Presently, much content math that is taught to the teacher of elementary children is a repeat of what the student had in high school, or further advanced work in subject matter," he said. "Little attention is placed on changing negative attitudes held by the teacher; there is little emphasis on how the children learn mathematical concepts, on the material available to aid the teacher in conveying these concepts, or on the variety of strategies for teaching math." Through most direct clinical laboratory/workshop experiences and inservice training, Dr. Spikell hopes to see these areas emphasized.

"Expertise and competence in the subject matter of mathematics becomes a primary concern during the latter stages of apprenticeship training, and not the initial stages," he stated.

With this approach, the how and why of teaching math becomes the focus. "In terms of math, this idea is a relatively new one. Math training for elementary education has thus far been primarily dominated by the pure mathematician who advocated formal math as a prerequisite for its teaching. I call for a reversal of this emphasis," he said.

He sees math as an approach to "problem solving" during both the elementary years and undergraduate college years in teacher training institutions, rather than as a time for formal study of mathematical structures. "It is a time for exploring topics and ideas intuitively for future formal studies ... a time for learning to enjoy problem solving with math as a logical and enjoyable tool for doing so," he concluded.

DR. MARK SPIKELL'S own theories about mathematics education have changed since he came to Lesley College in 1969. Coming as a "pure mathematician" with an undergraduate degree in mathematics from Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, and an M.Ed. from Xavier University, he later received his Ph.D. from Boston University. He is the co-author of two books soon to be released: Problem Solving in the School Mathematics Classroom by Prindle, Weber and Schmidt of Boston, due in October, and Explorations on a Circular Geoboard by Scott, Scientific Company in December. Currently a consultant to the Kentucky Educational Television Network, he is in the process of developing a series in adult education for the Appalachia Regional Commission.
PROFESSIONALISM: DOES IT APPLY TO TEACHERS?

Under the roof "professionalism" come a number of considerations for teachers at all points on the educational spectrum: personal and institutional ethics and responsibilities, conduct, the nature of teachers' organizations and unions, the very nature of the occupation itself. Although Lesley College has never offered an organized examination of professionalism, the Current felt that some informal views on the subject from two Lesley alumnae and two College educators might prove interesting to readers. Originally sparked by letters on professionalism from Sally G. Galway '62 and Lenore Berman Lieberman '60 earlier this year, the Current interviewed George Miller, vice president for academic affairs, and Robert Lewis, coordinator of student teaching.

Ms. Galway wrote in February of this year: "It is my belief that teaching is a profession. Within a profession there are responsibilities which members assume. Usually teachers respond to the needs of the children, the parents, the community, the school board and administrators... All of these are important, but what about the responsibility to the profession and to other teachers?

"Many teachers I know have been faced with a decision or with many decisions which presume a philosophy of the profession. Often, teachers are without that aspect of a philosophy and have little to base a decision on. Many find that the decision can mean their job, their profession or their self-respect."

Sally then offered Lesley three suggestions: 1) a course to be offered in professionalism, including such things as an in-depth look at teacher organizations and their goals, a study of requirements about meeting attendance, consideration of the impact of legislative rulings, and speakers offering differing points of view on educational issues; 2) on-campus affiliation with state and national organizations, and 3) an alumnae contact center at Lesley which would function as an "awareness liaison" between the college and those already in the profession.

After Sally's letter first appeared in the Current, Ms. Lieberman responded. She has returned to teaching this fall after an absence of ten years, and said she was finding the professional attitudes quite different than when she first taught. A phone conversation with her provided some elaboration:

"When I was at Lesley," she said, "teachers there seemed to think of teaching as strictly a professional job, a giving and not a receiving situation. Teachers' unions seemed to be considered somewhat unprofessional—they were basically for those to whom pay and benefits were most important. For teachers, children were most important.

"Since then, things are changed and the unions are the going thing. I'm from the old school—professionalism to me is not necessarily unionism. I think of teaching in terms of its filling a community need; teaching is working with the community.

"I'm not strictly anti-union for teachers. But I think teachers often carry unionism too far. When they finally strike for better salaries or benefits, it is the children who suffer most, who are the victims. That I guess would be my major reason for opposing them."

The Current asked George Miller about the idea of a course or seminar in professionalism for Lesley students. He was initially positive and suggested that perhaps a seminar on the subject would be best—one which included alumnae and seniors together for an in-depth look at ethical problems and unionism. The value of such a study, he said, would be to familiarize the students with what is available, what issues are alive now, what organizations now exist, so the...
students could begin to derive their own ethical values. However, he emphasized that although students would need at some point to think of larger ethical questions in teaching, their main concern as students was simply "to learn first how to survive in the classroom."

"The student needs first to know herself as a teacher, how she will 'do' in the classroom, before taking up all that accompanies a familiarization with professionalism," Miller said. "It is of course possible that a student learning to teach may be encouraged to follow a reverse route: to learn the elements of what could be called classical professionalism and tailoring her values to that. But Lesley is a disciple of the former."

Miller also added that on course content alone, Lesley students would probably not be drawn to making a study of professionalism. The teacher of such a course would be its strength in drawing students.

Miller disagreed with Sally Galway on teaching being a profession in the strict sense of the word. "Teaching is not now a profession, although it is definitely striving to be," he said. "Teaching is essentially decision-making; by far the most complex decisions must be made during teaching. But many of the decisions now being made are hand-me-down decisions, those which are only copies of other decisions made before but not necessarily workable now. A professional is one who is knowledgeable about the alternatives available when faced with a decision, one who makes a knowing decision and can discern the consequences. This implies a body of knowledge which can be applied to situations."

He did seem to agree with Lenore Leiberman when he said, "The service component of teaching should always remain high. This will promote professional growth." As for unions, Miller said he believed in strength for the various unions, "but never so much strength that they cannot be answerable to their publics."

Bob Lewis said that professionalism at Lesley gets treated "somewhat haphazardly," and that some theoretical introduction to what professionalism means would be beneficial. However, he too said that a formalized study of the subject "would probably turn students off since they really aren't yet ready to examine it."

"Professional issues are broad, and are generally outside of the immediacy of learning to teach," he said. "There is a need to learn the issues, and they are touched upon in some courses and experiences. But learning them fully becomes a matter of experience."

Lewis said he thought the key notion in professionalism was that a service (teaching) was rendered without consideration of the rewards; the first obligation was service and the rewards were only secondary.

"Professional organizations often are a necessary evil," Lewis said. "There are dangers and one of the biggest problems is that the issues taken up by these groups are often only indirectly related to children's welfare. But in the long run, it's probably better to organize than not; more often they do assist in improving the schools."

"I think an acquaintance with what associations exist would be helpful. There are those which represent the teacher, those devoted to improving certain areas of knowledge, those created to promote the sharing of new literature and ideas, those which are research and information oriented and those which serve as lobbyists."

Lesley College has no official posture on professionalism at this point. But should it? Although the issues involved with professionalism do become a matter of individual experience and standards, should a college like Lesley which prepares teachers offer students a more formalized opportunity (a course or seminar, a January study) to become familiar with "professionalism"? Or should the college maintain that, as with other facets of learning to teach, experience alone can best give students the knowledge they need to develop their own individual sense of teaching professionalism?

RECRUITMENT
(Continued from page 2)

The potpourri of college nights and career days is another aspect of recruitment ideal for alumni. It's fun to spend three hours in an educational flea market. Already, there are approximately 15 such dates on our calendar. We need YOU to cover one.

The success of alumni "interim contacts" last year dictates the enlargement of the number of alumni involved. "Interim contact" means simply calling girls between the time of their admission and their May first contract date. We are counting on YOU to talk with one or more such girls in your area.

It is equally imperative that the Admissions Office add more out-of-state alumni willing to interview the occasional student who cannot visit Lesley. We'll train YOU!

In keeping with our concentrated effort to service groups of students on campus, the first Alumni Brunch is scheduled for Saturday, November 4. This is the day to bring girls interested in elementary education to campus for a program which will include a panel, brunch, tours and time with the Admissions staff. It is also a wonderful opportunity to acquaint yourself with the "NOW" of your Alma Mater.

These suggested involvement in recruitment merely reflect a few immediate needs. Assess your talent, ability and time. YOU can be a vital part of recruitment. Are YOU interested? Are YOU willing? Will YOU serve? YOUR college needs YOU.

Already we hear our phone jangling, see our mail piling up, anticipate our Alumni Brunch being overcrowded as YOU respond!
Nineteen seventy-two

Among the recent Lesley graduates accepting teaching positions were: CHRISTINE BANKS-fifth grade in Reading; RUTH-ANNE JAFFE - fourth grade in Richmond, Vir.; JUDITH LEVINE-second grade in Franklin; JULIA PARKHURST (G) - teacher of emotionally disturbed at West Elementary in Andover; DONNA ISRAEL REUBEN - substitute in Glendale, Cal.; WENDI SCHEIN-BERG (G) - second grade in Granby, Conn.; CAROL SILVER - third grade in Russell, Mass., and NANCY SUE TOBIN - third grade in Duxbury. □ PEGGY ROBBINS is working for Lord & Taylor in N.Y.C. in the executive training program. □ Summer marriages include SUSAN KESSLER (G) to Ronald Harris. She teaches mentally retarded in N.Y.C. and he is a master's candidate at N.Y.U.; LINDA SUE KUMPITCH to Douglas Read Carpenter. She will teach in Springfield, Vt. this fall. □ CAREN PARKER MacPhee (G) to Thomas Henry Lederer. She is presently working as a diagnostics research teacher at Penn State University, while he attends school there. □ SUSAN THOMPSON wed James Manzi, Jr., a student at Georgetown University Law School. The couple resides in Falls Church, Va.

Nineteen seventy-one

Marriage vows for the class of '71 were abundant. On July 14, LYNNE BARATTA wed Robert Vanetucci, a graduate of Cornell University. □ MARY EBER became Mrs. John Darsch on July 8 in Boston. The groom, a graduate of Tufts University, is associated with General Mills. □ MARGORIE HANRAHAN married Peter Oberto, Jr. She is teaching in the Chelmsford School System. □ DARLENE LESCOVICH, a fourth grade teacher in Edison School, Trumbull, married Brian Bruce III, an estimator with Wilco Sales and Service. □ ADRIANNE WOLF wed William Silver July 15. She is managing editor of Pyramid Communication, Inc., New York, and he is a partner in the Wall Street firm of Weiskopf, Silver, Singer, and Co. □ Newton School Committee appointed JOAN WARNER (G) as acting principal of the Hamilton School. □ LINDA SUSAN LIPSON was awarded her master's degree in special education from Teacher's College, Columbia University this summer.

Nineteen sixty-six

KAREN GOLD GRAY writes that she would like to know what's happening at Lesley and to her classmates. She, husband Jim, son David (two years) and daughter Jennifer (born July 1) are living in Ballston Spa, N.Y. Jim is an instructor at the West Milton Naval Prototype. □ SUSAN TIDEB PATTSON and her husband, Ken, have moved into their new home in Hudson, Mass. Susan taught a trainable special class in Quince until the arrival of their daughter Lisa Mary in December. □ MERYLE ELANE RUBIN became the bride of Robert Alan Widman in summer ceremonies. She is teaching in San Jose, Calif. Mr. Widman is a cost accountant at Advanced Micro Devices of Sunnydale, Calif. The couple will live in Santa Clara, Calif. □ MRS. GRETCHEN S. SANDERSON (G) was appointed creative director of the All-Time Activities Inc. of Boston. She is also creative director of the new Book of Fun being released to supermarkets throughout New England. Based on ecology, the book suggests ideas to transform grocery containers into toys, games, gifts, etc.

Nineteen sixty-five

CAROL BRAINERD ROBERTS writes that she and her husband, Steve, who is a chief engineer for Keltron Corp., still live in Amherst, N. J. They have two daughters, Rebecca and Jessica. Carol is a correspondent for a local paper and also vice president of the Nashua Writers' Club. She also writes that her college roommate, GLORIA KINNELL MAGLIOZZI and her husband Bernie are living in Connecticut.

Nineteen sixty-four

At Chamberlain School in South Burlington, LUCILLE BARRETT CAMPBELL will teach Grade 2. □ Married July 29 were ELIZABETH L. DOERLE and John Charles Turner. Elizabeth teaches in Weston, Mass., while John is president of Thrifty Inc., Cambridge. □ JUDITH HIRSCH
LISS and husband Saul, now living in Toronto, announced the birth of their second child, Jessie, born in July.

Nineteen sixty-two
JANE KUDISH ANSIN of Newton has been elected president of the Greater Boston Chapter, Dysautonomia Foundation, Inc. The chapter is dedicated to sponsoring projects to raise funds to underwrite research to find a control and cure for familiar dysautonomia, a hereditary disease which afflicts Jewish children.

Nineteen sixty-one
Recently accepting a position as teacher for the Middle school, Conn. YMCA Preschool Nursery was PRISCILLA HENRY CURRIER. Earlier Priscilla was responsible for initiating the kindergarten program at the Haddam Elementary School in Middletown.

Nineteen fifty-six
JUDITH KERR COMJEAN accepted the position of director of the Living and Learning School in Waltham.

Nineteen fifty-three
ALEXANDER BRUCE accepted the position of director of the Greater Boston Chapter. The chapter is dedicated to supporting projects to raise funds to underwrite research to find a control and cure for familiar dysautonomia, a hereditary disease which afflicts Jewish children.

Nineteen fifty-two
ELIZABETH MORAN POLACHI resigned her position as supervisor of three grandchildren. She also proudly noted that she now has two married daughters and three grandchildren.

Nineteen fifty-one
MARIA FOWLER, who received wide recognition last year as Massachusetts Teacher of the Year, was named as principal of the Shatswell, Burley and Boone Hall Schools in Ipswich.

Nineteen forty
WHEELER ’25, who died July 13. She taught for several years in Port Jefferson, N.Y.

Deaths

We extend our sympathy to the family of GERTRUDE M. ANDREWS ’19 who died August 6. A lifelong resident of New Bedford, she taught kindergarten there for many years.

We extend our sympathy to the family of MARY M. ANDREWS ’19 who died August 6. She was a member of the Class of 1940, where are you—write in! FRAN MILLER, ELEANOR MCDERMOTT, FRAN TARPEY, LOUISE WALSH. Tell us about other girls!” Marie also proudly noted that she now has two married daughters and three grandchildren.

Nineteen thirty-five
ELINOR McAULIFFE resigned her position as supervisor of cafeterias for the Belmont Public Schools after 33 years of dedicated service. The local paper noted that she “will live on in the hearts and minds of thousands of BHS graduates whose lives she touched.”

Remembrance fund cards to honor special occasions in the lives of relatives and friends are now available. The card states that a gift to the Alumni Association Scholarship Program has been made in honor of the recipient. Cards may be purchased for $2 each or a package of six for $10. When ordering individual cards, inform the Alumni Office of the name and address of the recipient and the occasion. Please make checks payable to the Lesley College Alumni Association.

The Children’s House, our new day care center, opened on September 18. Alumni interested in contributing used items such as toys, cribs or other baby equipment should contact George Saia, director, at 866-1632. The Board of Directors has voted to give an Alumni Achievement Award every spring to recognize outstanding Lesley alumni. (This is not to be confused with the Alumni Award which honors non-alumni as well). Nominations should be sent to the Alumni Office. Continuing education co-chairmen Patty Nesson ’69 and Al Badger ’64 announced that a seminar on urban education will be conducted by Barbara Hansel of Wheelock College on November 18 at Lesley. Alumni will again have an opportunity to participate in the January Program. More information regarding specific course offerings will be mailed shortly.

by Joyce Marshall Snyder ’61

Regional Reps Named: Brookline—Nancy Bluestone Tofias ’56; Brighton-Allston—Patricia Nesson ’69; Cape Cod—Elizabeth Moran Polachi ’50; Concord-Acton—Trudy Stanley Schmidt ’43; Fall River-New Bedford—Mary McCarron Mead ’25; Malden-Melrose Medford—Patricia Devlin ’66; Merrimack Valley—Ruthellen Liston Hastings ’64; Newton—Diane Lasser Bell Feinzig ’58; Sharon—Linda Spill Cooley ’65; Springfield—Karen Berenson Harsfield ’68; Waltham-Watertown—Sheila Andelman Heller ’67; Wayland—Jeanette Matula Smith ’63; Woburn-Burlington—Linda Kane Edgar ’62; Worces-
Dear Friends:

Our 1972 Annual Giving Program was successfully completed June 30, and it is my pleasure to extend our appreciation to the many friends who supported this project.

In a year when those interested in Lesley were asked for both building and annual fund gifts, many contributed generously to one or both efforts. We completed our first phase building campaign on December 31, receiving gifts and pledges of over $1,850,000. With an abbreviated Annual Giving Campaign conducted in the spring, support still exceeded the original estimates for the fund with a total of $27,301 contributed.

The basic program consisted of three mailings using the theme "Operation Concern." Over 2,000 alumni and parents were personally contacted by 60 volunteer callers through nine dialathons, eight in Boston and one in New York City.

Special thanks to the following alumni and parent leaders who made this part of the program so successful: Lorraine Shapiro '42, David Ramler P64, Walter Brown P73, Selma Freede Rudolph '41, Robert A. Abeles P75 and Thomas Doyle P73.

With increased needs for student scholarships, faculty salaries, additional library facilities and other internal priorities, the fund efforts will find ready use toward enriching the lives of Lesley students, and later the lives of their students.

We look forward to your continued help.

Sincerely,

Charles Hood
Annual Giving Program
Chairman

1972 ANNUAL GIVING PROGRAM

DIATALTHON VOLUNTEERS
Roz Heifetz Abrams '67
Leslie Atkin '73
Dorothy Michelmore Arsenault '29
Marilyn Saltz Benheimer '63
Ellen Green Bloch '61
Mollie Bromfield '33
Abby Spindel Cahn '57
Dora Romano Carroll '69
Sandra Glassman Cohen '66
Selma Wasserman Cohen '48
Jill Collier '74
Michele Allard DeGeorge '70
Golds Siegel Doyle '61
Claire O'Brien Driscoll '37
Gail Roberts Dusseau '60
Lora Evans '74
Roberta Caras Fishman '61
Naomi Neiman Frutt '64
Persis Gallon '66
Laurel Harrison Goldstein '42
Jeanne Lipshur Goodman '66
Dede Sharp Hadelman '60
Sandy Halady '73
Pamela Hall '56
Linda Hauser '63
May Hogan '26
Elizabeth Kleinman '65G
Jean Lamon '21
Anne Struck Macchi '52
Eileen MacElarney '53 &'56G
Trudy Vernon Magid '42
Jo Malke '49
Jane Finberg Mandall '64
Kathy McCarthy '73
Marcy Guelden Milesky '69
Dolores Glasser Orkin '63
Jeanne Norton Palmer '53
Karen Pogoda '67
Judy Diggs Potter '64
Barbara Hafner Quimlan '66
Amy Stellar Robinson '63
Selma Freede Rudolph '41
Barbara Barron Schilling '50
Ellie Shatz '67
Carole Goldman Slippen '64
Marjorie Wolbarsmith '62
Lois Finke Spiegel '55
Jean Lubow Stone '64
Susan Golden Tanner '64
Marjorie Stone Tanzer '64
Francine Bradden Tenenbaum '64
Nancy Bluestone Toftas '56
Jeanette Hobbs Valentine '61
Jane Emery Walker '43
Joanne Hecht Zaiger '67

Charles Hood

CENTURY CLUB
(Gifts of $100 or more)

Mr. Robert W. Fawcett
Mr. Andrew W. Edmonds
Mr. Joseph M. Edinburg
Miss Eleanor M. Eddy
Dr. Chester L. Dawes
Mr. Richard K. de l'Etoile
Miss Eleanor M. Eddy
Mr. Joseph M. Edinburg
Mr. Andrew W. Edmonds
Mr. Robert W. Fawcett
Mr. Hallis G. Gerrish
Mrs. Richard S. Gordon
Mr. Charles H. Hood
Mr. Paul D. Magee
Mr. William G. McConnell, Jr.
Mrs. Francis M. Mead
Mr. Robert D. Muzzy
Mr. Carlos M. Passalacqua
Mr. Erwin Pientz
Miss Winifred M. Randall
Mrs. Louis Rudolph
Mrs. Albert Schilling
Mrs. Melvin Shapiro
Mr. Walter D. Silcox
Mr. Eliot L. Snider
Mrs. Elsa G. Sonnabend
Mr. James E. Turner
Mr. C. Vincent Vappi
Mr. James O. Walsh
Mr. Charles P. Whitlock

LORD NEWARK ASSOCIATES
(Gifts of $500 or more)

Jeanne Ropp Berger '46
Ellen Green Bloch '61
Mr. Robert Q. Coyne P72
Elaine Cullinane '70
Eleanor Smith Cutting '29
Gladys Ellenstein Daren '39
Dr. H. D. Epstein P73
Mr. & Mrs. Spencer Field P74
Katherine V. Foley '28
Jean Fethergill 'Hahn '51
Dorothy Adams Hennessy '28
May E. Hogan '26
Donna Tufts Hopkins '52
Janet Kaplan Laire '61
Agnes L. Lane '67
Winifred M. Linehan '55 & '57
Eileen MacElarney '56
Marion Nell Mayher '29
Mary McCarron Mead '25
Carol Parsons Radar '54
Winifred M. Randall '23
Selma Freede Rudolph '41
Mr. & Mrs. William Sands P74
Barbara Barron Schilling '50
Lorraine Blondes Shapiro '42
Jeannette Pedersen Smith '40
Joyce Marshall Snyder '61
Elizabeth F. Thomas '31
Mr. & Mrs. Jack B. Wasserman P75
Gladys Pollet Young '26

Lord Newark Associates
CONTRIBUTORS
TO THE CAMPAIGN
GOVERNING BOARDS

Mr. Julius Abrams
Dr. Ruth F. Boland
Charles D. Bonner, M.D.
Mr. H. Gardner Brodie
Mr. Robert H. Cain
Mrs. Arthur J. Connell
Dr. Chester L. Dawes
Mr. Richard K. de l'Etoile
Miss Eleanor M. Eddy
Mr. Joseph M. Edinburg
Mr. Andrew W. Edmonds
Mr. Robert W. Fawcett
Mr. Hallis G. Gerrish
Mrs. Richard S. Gordon
Mr. Charles H. Hood
Mr. Paul D. Magee
Mr. William G. McConnell, Jr.
Mrs. Francis M. Mead
Mr. Robert D. Muzzy
Mr. Carlos M. Passalacqua
Mr. Erwin Pientz
Miss Winifred M. Randall
Mrs. Louis Rudolph
Mrs. Albert Schilling
Mrs. Melvin Shapiro
Mr. Walter D. Silcox
Mr. Eliot L. Snider
Mrs. Elsa G. Sonnabend
Mr. James E. Turner
Mr. C. Vincent Vappi
Mr. James O. Walsh
Mr. Charles P. Whitlock

Annually, we are grateful to all the contributors to the Annual Giving Program, who support Lesley College in so many ways, and whose contribution is so vital to the continued success of the institution.
COMMENORATIVE GIFTS

In Memory Of
Robert W. Boyle
Mr. Leonard Chaset
Marla Joy Goldberg
Isabelle Goldman
Charles Kesselman
Harry & Winifred London
Mr. Robert E. Morris
Samuel Rosen
Helen Jeff Thayer
Mrs. Genevieve Wilson

In Honor Of
Mrs. Estelle Birenbaum
Mrs. Evelyn Kesslen
Mrs. Estelle Birenbaum
I n H o n o r O f
Samual Rosen
Charles Kesselman
Isabella Goldman
Maria Joy Goldberg
Mr. Leonard Chaset
Robert W. Boley

MATCHING GIFTS

Continental Can Co.
IBM Corp.
IBM World Trade Corp.
John Hancock Insurance Co.
Merck Co. Foundation
National Biscuit Company
New England Life
Phoenix Mutual Life
Polaroid, Inc.
Rohm & Haas Company
Uniroyal
United Aircraft
United Brands Foundation
Xerox Corporation

CONTRIBUTORS
TO WILSON MEMORIAL FUND

Alumni
Linda L. Cotton '68
Nancy H. Dean '69
Wanda Hale Edmunds '68
Carole Haskell Epstein '68
Rosanne Ezer '69
Harriet Richlin Fingertoh '70
Jennie Feng '71
Ellen Pekin Gordon '70
Janice Anderson Hall '70
Carol E. Hamer '70
Sarah S. Hardcastle '68
Susan Sweeney Hutchinson '71
Betty A. Johnson '50
Kay Hiltzold Kalin '68
Lesley College Alumni Association
Ellen Leventhal '70
Peggy Linahan '65
Virginia Lee Maloney '65
Martha Baker Monzeglio '65
Ronnie Sorenson Newman '68
Iris Goldin Parker '70
Annalise Tozier Peaze '68
Jane Place '70
JoAnn Breiner Stein '70
Beverly J. Tash '68
Constance Murphy Treen '66
Beverly Zembo Zain '70
Catherine P. Welch '53
Linn S. Wilson '71

Parents
Mrs. Herman Gamber P74
Mr. & Mrs. Stuart Hertzberg P74
Mrs. Theodore L. Leban P72
Mrs. Alexander Uff P73

ALUMNI BY CLASS

Class of 1913
Charlotte Fish Gancy

Class of 1915
Helen R. Lyons

Class of 1916
Margaret Rich Corson
Dorothy Hastings Treffy

Class of 1917
Gladys S. Cann
Eva Harper estabrook
Gladys Heroy Griffin

Class of 1918
Agnes Welch Feeney
Mary E. Kiry
Helen Coley Lagrange
Evangeline Given Piper

Class of 1919
Mary Bergamini Teubswky

Class of 1920
Blanche Lewis Freelander
Adelle R. Gruener
Marary Nelson
Brenda T. White

Class of 1921
Helen Cuyten Lang

Class of 1922
Marion Allen Folger

Class of 1923
Sarah Treffy Gleason
Edith H. Howlett
Helen O'Malley Jackson
Charlotte Berger Oppenheim
Winifred M. Randall
Elizabeth Joy Rasmussen
Margaret Carol Sampson
Margaret Lyons Smith
Edith Akin Vincent

Class of 1924
Nora Connors Barcelo
Edith Hultin Bimbins
Ruth F. Bollan
Loretta G. Dolan
Jean MacGregor Hemenway
Mildred Gibbs Hively
Gertrude Mahoney McPeake
Margaret A. Phetteplace
Esther Edelstein Schechter
Hester Denby Sears
Marjorie Morrill Woodward

Class of 1925
Sara Rubin Cohen
Mary K. Fitzgerald
Florence E. Foley
Alma Johnston Hagar
Bertha Donohue Hartwell
Eleanor Magoun
Eva Grant Marshall
Doris Kaullback Mason
Mary Welch Mathaisen
Mary E. Aspin McClanahan
Mary McCarron Mead
Ruth Truaxdale Merske
Margaret Carney Murphy
Evelyn Stern Ray
Maniam Riggs
 Janet Prince Schultz
M. Louise Tavan
Amy Crockett Warren
Elizabeth Lewis Wells
Miriam Frances York

Class of 1926
Helen Fitzgerald Callahan
Mary Wilson Connell
Margaret Reid Cote
Dorothy Gushing
Catherine L. Devane
Katharine MacBean Dowd
Alice Morgan Duris
Katherine Finnegan
Adah Lassone Hill
May E. Hogan
Helen Ewing Holmes
Helen Tryon Kannan
Grace Ellis Kline
Evelyn McConnell MacDonald
Nora M. Mullaney
Alice Byrne Murphy
Thelma Howlett Pennington
Gladys Pollett Young

Class of 1927
Gail Gerds Adde
Ann Emerson Andrews
Ruth Jordan Blanchard
Dorothy Allison Clayton
Marion Winn Date
Grace Griffin Duk
Hazel Newhall Flanders
Madalene Sedgwick Hubbard
Constance Leonard
Eleanor Matthews Lucier
Milard Edward Metcalf
Louise Blanchard Rice

Class of 1928
Elizabeth Page Bell
Clarissa Patton Bushay
Ruth Bates Cahill
Elizabeth Phillips Chapin
Eileen Markham Courtman
Evelyn Lord Dean
Jessie Taylor Dickerman
Katherine V. Foley
Nellie Russian Goldberg
Dorothy Adams Hennessy
Marion C. Little
Dorothy Fildlfield Nichols
France Whelton O'Hare
Hilde Lothrop Ruderback
Julia F. Young
Mahtilde Chudovsky Zwietenbaum

Class of 1929
Dorothy Michelmore Arsenault
Priscilla Newell Barstow
Evelyn Moody Bodemer
Lora Stensland Broughard
Irene Bucek
Adele E. Bushinger
Beatrice Armstrong Chase
Catherine E. Croy
Ethel Dinneen Cummings
Eleanor Smith Cutting, Jr.
Rachel Mehler Davan
Ruth Howoldt Dutig
Mary Josephine Greene Freeman
Priscilla Wildes Kennard
Hazel Burdington Martin
Marion Neff Mayer
Rachel French Packard
Gertrude Sanborn Sands
Ruth Collier Straight
Ruth Kelley Thompson
Elizabeth Wroe Wright

Class of 1930
Frances Snider Birenbaum
Winifred Palmer Brachvogel
Marian Nicholas Busha
Janice Grummond Chase
Ruth McDonald Donovan
Bertha McConnell Foster
Geraldine Hillard Graves
Evelyn Winslow Hool
Irene Shaprio Jasper
Pauline Tracy Jones
Hannah Andrews Leviston
Cecilia McMichael McCann
Claire Haines Nevers
Frances M. Schaffer
Katherine Smith Varney
Ruth Ober Wiley

Class of 1931
Helen Belcher Chace
Helen Clark Cimian
Olivia Howland Coast
Eleanor Davenport Leathers
Laura Dixon Moulton
Doris Kimball Newman
Isadora Micheline Oliphant
Ruth Haswell Pratt
Rose O'Neil Ryan
Alice Hagan Seabrook
Beatrice Cruckshank Smith
Elizabeth F. Thomas
Catherine Morarity Truitt
Henrietta Becker Verner

Class of 1932
Eleanor Hayden Baker
Julia Whittaker Cole
Katherine B. Concannon

OTHER FRIENDS

The Boston Foundation
Boston Biophysics Research Foundation
Mrs. Pamela S. Carlin
"C" Club
Church Street Corporation
Mrs. Mark Crockett
Wm. E. & Bertha E. Schrafft Charitable Trust
Sears Roebuck Foundation

Madeleine Kelley Sanford
Katherine Farrell Sherman

Class of 1928
Elizabeth Page Bell
Clarissa Patton Bushay
Ruth Bates Cahill
Elizabeth Phillips Chapin
Eileen Markham Courtman
Evelyn Lord Dean
Jessie Taylor Dickerman
Katherine V. Foley
Nellie Russian Goldberg
Dorothy Adams Hennessy
Marion C. Little
Dorothy Fildlfield Nichols
France Whelton O'Hare
Hilde Lothrop Ruderback
Julia F. Young
Mahtilde Chudovsky Zwietenbaum

Class of 1929
Dorothy Michelmore Arsenault
Priscilla Newell Barstow
Evelyn Moody Bodemer
Lora Stensland Broughard
Irene Bucek
Adele E. Bushinger
Beatrice Armstrong Chase
Catherine E. Croy
Ethel Dinneen Cummings
Eleanor Smith Cutting, Jr.
Rachel Mehler Davan
Ruth Howoldt Dutig
Mary Josephine Greene Freeman
Priscilla Wildes Kennard
Hazel Burdington Martin
Marion Neff Mayer
Rachel French Packard
Gertrude Sanborn Sands
Ruth Collier Straight
Ruth Kelley Thompson
Elizabeth Wroe Wright

Class of 1930
Frances Snider Birenbaum
Winifred Palmer Brachvogel
Marian Nicholas Busha
Janice Grummond Chase
Ruth McDonald Donovan
Bertha McConnell Foster
Geraldine Hillard Graves
Evelyn Winslow Hool
Irene Shaprio Jasper
Pauline Tracy Jones
Hannah Andrews Leviston
Cecilia McMichael McCann
Claire Haines Nevers
Frances M. Schaffer
Katherine Smith Varney
Ruth Ober Wiley

Class of 1931
Helen Belcher Chace
Helen Clark Cimian
Olivia Howland Coast
Eleanor Davenport Leathers
Laura Dixon Moulton
Doris Kimball Newman
Isadora Micheline Oliphant
Ruth Haswell Pratt
Rose O'Neil Ryan
Alice Hagan Seabrook
Beatrice Cruckshank Smith
Elizabeth F. Thomas
Catherine Morarity Truitt
Henrietta Becker Verner

Class of 1932
Eleanor Hayden Baker
Julia Whittaker Cole
Katherine B. Concannon
Class of 1933
Mollie R. Bromfield
Marion Barber Brooks
Marguerite Riensma Cleverly
Charlotte Hopkins Cummings
Gretchen Merlick Hyland
Rose Keane Ellis
Marian Smith Hilton
Ethel Field Jenkins
Doris MacAlpine Reid
Pearl Alpert Starr

Class of 1934
Mildred Billings Clarke
Kathleen Call Dahlquist
Helen Appleby Decoste
Jeanne Thyser Dunford
Barbara Hall Kyros
Gertrude Jennings LAFrench
Phyllis Johnson Ledge
Thelma Rubin Lesher
Evelyn Hancock Manwaring
Dorothea E. Massie
Mary M. Reardon

Class of 1935
Elizabeth Mason Carlisle
Alice Goodrich Clark
Ella Partridge Curtis
Constance Miller Grossman
Eleanor Twitchell Gustafson
Irene Profo Lherault
Margaret Brennan Mulloy

Class of 1936
Margorie Groat Cummings
Helena Cavanaugh Dowd
Louise Lappin Duffey
Barbara McMullen Duseault
E. Ruth Breen Gagnon
Mary Downs Graff
Anne Stalker Gustafson
Harriet Woodsum Hall
Dorothy Kenney Hennessey
Dorothy Pfeiffer Marshall
Helene O'Brien Mulcahy
Ray Robbins Proctor
Elizabeth Bell Rill
Mary Turner Russell
Jean MacAdam Taylor
Dorothy Noon Timberlake
Frances Smith Weinust
Doris Reelfer Wer
Bernice McLeary White
Noreene Jones Whittier

Class of 1937
Pauline E. Buck
Eleanor M. Clancy
Mary Martin Connors
Ann Sibbner Crane
Claire O'Brien Driscoll
Angelina Panesi Keith
Constance Rizzo Russo

Class of 1938
Frances Bailer Bean
Freda A. Bisbree

Class of 1939
Myrtle Pierce Allenback
Jane Dubon Benson
Gladys Ellenbee Daren
Helena Solson Freeman
Dorothy Grube Pratt
Dorothy Emma Rowe
Anna Olson Watson
Thelma Crossman Whitcher

Class of 1940
Priscilla Knott Davis
Doris Dewey Delaney
Beatrice Marden Dickman
Barbara Mitchell Howard
Mildred Wolfer Holbrook
Atlee Harris Jackson
Adeline Brewster Librett
Ruth Robinson London
Margaret A. Miller
Janet Rutherford Sherman
Jeanette Pedersen Smith

Class of 1941
Clara Nathanson Gorin
Orla London Katz
Selma Friede Rudolph
Phyllis Herring Smith
Louise Radio Weinberg

Class of 1942
Amy Cunningham Bateman
Betty Dodge Clay
Esther Phillips Crowe
Laurel Harrison Goldstein
Trudy Vernon Magid
Lorraine Binodes Shapiro
Beatrice E. Sylvester

Class of 1943
Elsie Callahan Cavanaugh
Delcie S. Dadmun
Jean Rogers Kenerson
Maria L. Putnam

Class of 1944
Mildred Goss Jones
Barbara Robinson Wells

Class of 1945
Margery McCusker Flannery

Class of 1946
Jeanne Rapp Berger
Ethel Dunne Berghuis
Shirley Canning Monaghan
Sylvia Pettick Pearson
Lois Lous Sylver
Dorothy Wright Weber

Class of 1947
Nancy Sweet Edwards
Mary Condakos Gomatos
Virginia Horton Mercur
Mary Shepard Partridge

Class of 1948
Jean Peckham Clark

Class of 1949
Jean MacKinnon Anagostis
Roberta Sibor Braley
Sylvia Harris Cohen
Joan Quijano Malva
Jane Spaulding Maram
Rita Hyman Silverman
Jean Fasselt Wood
Marion Zingraf

Class of 1950
Dorothy Black Annis
Enid Olmsted Burke
Martha Norris Callahan
Lucille Cumming
Elizabeth Corcoran Gehris
Lois Berk Grayson
Dorothy Wolfe Kulik
Lucille Marcus
Mary Robinson Maynard
Barbara Bouve Moore
Mary Story Palmer
Jeanne Northridge Robson
Barbara Barlow Schilling
Nancy C. Squibb
Natalie A. Walsh
Regina E. Winn
Jane Worchester

Class of 1951
Joyce Gomberg Aaron
Marguerite L. Behrens
Priscilla Scallan Boyle
Mary Allen Brady
Jane Hastie Carleton
Edith Strechan Cross
Harriet Segal Dublin
Doris Carter Griffin
Jean LeMay Gulla
Jeanne Fothergill Hahn
Elizabeth Mahoney Henderson
Phyllis Flynn Krause
Sally McKay Libby
Peggy Scholar Mirek
Elna Forre Nugent
Barbara Shinn
Nora Oppenheim Skoler

Class of 1952
Merle Cronin Carischi
Betsey Cutler Cliff
Eileen Ivans Coursey
Joan Plante Forsyth
Marcia J. Fowler
Mary Sheehan Frulla
Audrey A. Furze
Mary Patsos Hoey
Donna Tufts Hopkins
Mary Lee Webbs Johnson
Lita Levy Kellermar
Edna Duchin Lipsitt
Anne Striuk Macchi
Caroline McGrath McSherry
Dorothy Miller Newton
Donna Chicking Summerfield
Shirley E. Warren

Class of 1953
Beverly Kupersmith Bartolo
Mary McCrady Carr
Nancy Coleman Cummings
Tina Dale Duffee

Class of 1954
Mary Clark Barclay
Elizabeth Calisse Bascom
Betsy Baxter Bedrick
Doris M. Blood
Mary E. Brabyane
Marion Ollie Buescher
Martha A. Carroll
Ann S. Casey
Nancy Dickey Chelsey
Cynthia Wilson Connor
Myrna Shuford Frutt
Dorothy Ullan Gorodetsky
Ruth K. Halprin
Virginia Haines Hull
Jane Dilliber Johnson
L. Susan Dallahan Lawless
Eld S. Lofchie
Marcia Egan Miller
Doris Ackerman Margolis
Carol Parsons Rader
Ruth Walsens Roblin
Marjorie Swartz Salmon
Della MacAskill Schulz
Janet Williams Schulz
Jan T. Spencer
Mary McCarthy Stevens
Clara Donovan Wadsworth

Class of 1955
Mary Giblin Cogswell
Sally Wilcox Donaghy
Mary Carew Dyke
Priscilla Johnson Foltz
Polly Munroe Furbush
Sema Fieldman Gelin
Carol Miller Germain
Dianna Eldredge Holland
Barbara J. Paul Holman
Winifred M. Linehan
Carol Shribor Sokolov
Lois Finke Spiegel
Ann Flanagan Thompson

Class of 1956
Mary Riley Barbone
Rebecca Becknell Brigham
Lorraine Seth Campbell
Patricia Cates
Carol Crockett Everett
Dorothy L. Flood
Sheila Collins Frank
Persis A. Gallon
Marjorie Kraft Goren
Barbara Denham Howard
Eileen MacAloney
Jacqueline Robinson Mason
Catherine Donley McGovern
Ruth Weismann Peck
Ann Brittain Pinpin
Margaret Michaud McNally
Sonya Kramin Morris
Mary Sheridan
Barbara Silverman
Nancy Bluestone Tobias
Joan Davis West

Class of 1957
Linda Weissberg Altman
Lois Herbert Brower
Abby Spindel Cahn
Elaine Torner Damelin
Phyllis Berinat Ficchiello
Patricia McHugh Ford
Ann TewksburyHam
Hilary Hoffman Harris
Sylvia R. Knight
Marjorie Brenner Lipkin
Ann McCann Magaletta
Elizabeth Belfour Marques
Caryll Marrone Masiello
Elizabeth Fleming McMorrow
Merle Royte Nelson
Judith Torr Newcombe
Barbara Buffer Rashba
Joan Weinstein Sherman
Janice Spurr Titus

Class of 1958
Geraldine Johnson Bunker
Anne Delucci Cole
Frederick VanVleck Cox
Eileen Keefe Feeley
Mary Jane Rawlings Finethy
Sara Jane Douglass Fishman
Nancy Powers Kelley
Barbara Barron Langlois
Dorothy Wynott Langian
Linda Prager Lazaroff
Norma Silverman Rosen
Geraldine Bohn Gerson
Joyce A. Finkelstein
Joan Finkelstein
Naomi Neiman Freiman
Geraldine Bohn Gerson
Judith Hindley Gettman
Ruthellen Liston Hashback
Leavish Wells Hal
Patricia Peterson Hood
Stephanie Hebron Hoyte
Arleen Litten Jacobs
Gail Epstein Kansky
Diana Schaffer Leventhal
Rosine Cisterno Loew
Dawn Wallace Louis
Jane Finberg Mandell
Harriet Kessler Richard
Zelda M. Schneider
Joan Lubow Stone
Margaret Wolf Sullivan
Sharon Stone Tanzer

Class of 1959
Geraldine Johnson Bunker
Anne Delucci Cole
Frederick VanVleck Cox
Eileen Keefe Feeley
Mary Jane Rawlings Finethy
Sara Jane Douglass Fishman
Nancy Powers Kelley
Barbara Barron Langlois
Dorothy Wynott Langian
Linda Prager Lazaroff
Norma Silverman Rosen
Geraldine Bohn Gerson
Joyce A. Finkelstein
Joan Finkelstein
Naomi Neiman Freiman
Geraldine Bohn Gerson
Judith Hindley Gettman
Ruthellen Liston Hashback
Leavish Wells Hal
Patricia Peterson Hood
Stephanie Hebron Hoyte
Arleen Litten Jacobs
Gail Epstein Kansky
Diana Schaffer Leventhal
Rosine Cisterno Loew
Dawn Wallace Louis
Jane Finberg Mandell
Harriet Kessler Richard
Zelda M. Schneider
Joan Lubow Stone
Margaret Wolf Sullivan
Sharon Stone Tanzer

Class of 1960
Marcia Juliano Abate
Marjorie Sakalove Abramowitz
Marlyn Ginsberg Ashkin
Sheila Brickman Byers
Sylvia Dall Davis
Mary Louise White DeNardis
Gail Roberts Dusseauet
Nancy Grobe Frabelti
Sara Lee Fineman Gordon
Joan Gowan
Diane Sharp Hadelman
Marcia White Hegarty
Diane Montelis Joyce
Sandra Freshman Keller

Class of 1961
Susan Silverman Adler
Ethel H. Blenkhorn
Ellen Green Bloch
Geraldine Millhender Bloomberg
Margherita vacca Caron
Eleanor Schanuppo Comen
Norma Silverman Dion
Golda Siegel Doyle
Joan Sorkin Dretler
Judith Scherban Fine
Roberta Casa Fishman
Francis Fiske, Jr.
Maureen A. Fowler
Lenore Lynch Fraser
Della Rose Gilman
Jacqueline Fandel Glanz
Beatrice Crosby Goldman
D. Inglee Harding
Peggyann Evans Harris
Ann Haffer Jacob
Jacqueline Goldwyn Kingon
Janet Kaplan Laine
Lena Shapiro Levine
Sandra Wiles Marquis
Ruth Westberg Stepp
Jeanette Hobbs Valence
Paula Sagoff Waxman
Blanche E. Wetmore
Susan Shelton Whitney

Class of 1962
Charlene Dinner Alper
Jane Kudisch Asin
Adelle Krantz Bernstein
Irene Scimone Buonopane
Sally G. Galway
Eileen Hertz Grunther
Susan Harlow Howe
Ann Weiskel Kazer
Sybil Nassau Koplowitz
Carole Cameron Lamont
Marian Horvath Mccae
Mary Garvey McLaughlin
Cynthia Englund Norwood
Ellen Eisen Powell
Judith Rosen Rothenberg
Helaine Finkel Saperstein
Gail Weisberg Saval
Marjorie Wolbarst Smith
Barbara R. Waterman

Class of 1963
Marilynn Salk Bernheimer
Miriam Shaw Coon
Eleanor A. Coogan
Joyce Levy Epstein
Susan Wilcox Eleyman
Joy Wainwright Feinberg
Ellen N. Fisher
Linda Hauser
Nancy Staudinger Haynes
Roslyn Cohen Lievke
Jacqueline Bamford Moran
Geraldine Nye Pedrini
Judith Carbonella Perrotti
Leonor Levelton Redding
Paul A. Rice
Amy Steller Robinson
Elaine Schofield Shank
Patricia E. Sweeney
Virginia Gonzals Walkley
Joyce Sokolove Wishman
Marjory Kramer Yassin

Class of 1964
Ann Quan Abbott
Linda Dow Ballard
Susan M. Buckley
Shirley Cibby
Charlotte McKeown DeVoe
Jian Gillespie Diamond
Janice Carroll Donovan
Joyce A. Finkelstein
Naomi Neiman Freiman
Geraldine Bohn Gerson
Judith Hindley Gettman
Ruthellen Liston Hashback
Leavish Wells Hal
Patricia Peterson Hood
Stephanie Hebron Hoyte
Arleen Litten Jacobs
Gail Epstein Kansky
Diana Schaffer Leventhal
Rosine Cisterno Loew
Dawn Wallace Louis
Jane Finberg Mandell
Harriet Kessler Richard
Zelda M. Schneider
Joan Lubow Stone
Margaret Wolf Sullivan
Sharon Stone Tanzer

Class of 1965
Carole Orgel Epstein
Suzanne Strube Fee
Comfort Gilmer Ford
Glenda Green Grossman
Chloe Burton Horton
Marian Sue Kerstein
Eileen Michelson Keenan
Linda Shawl Lerner
Mary Swanson Lerner
Marjory Mackin Lithpworth
Betsy Carpenter Lips
Gloria Knoll Mogulzo
Virginia L. Mchenry
Myra Mazur
Nancy Mellen Meelen
Dale Bloom Mushlin
Carole Ann West Stute
Barbara Grossman Shows
Harriet Selk Simon
Galile Perdue Thompsen
Gay West Yelle
Elaine Saykin Weiner
Harriet Gold Weinstock

Class of 1966
Susan Duffy Anderson
Katherine Lemanakos Batsis
Claire Blanchard
Jane Vail Baetiger
Harriet Shiau Bramson
Marilyn Sargen Brier

Mary Kingsbury Clark
Sandra Glassman Cohen
Mary Lutes Elias
Nancy Brown Gest
Joanberry her Goldman
Jane Atwater Hale
Pamela Hall
Judith Kaye Hass
Judith W. Hanford
Marie Samiotes Kapsalis
Susan Katz Mazor
Eleanor Ligeiro Monis
Ruth Zolotory Nadol
Janet D. Prinicipato
Barbara Hafner Quinnian
Ellen Burger Rost
Robert Heimbach Shime
Susan Brown Smith

Class of 1967
Gail Newman Abrams
Roslyn Keitelz Abrams
Ellen Herwitt Atkins
Judith Soled Bortman
Janet Lipan Brenman
Mary Bethel Brown
Dorothy A. Esperian
Andre Pooler Gorsky
Ellen Schonick Goldberg
Laure Abrams Hall
Susan Schonick Harrison
Sheila Andelmann Helfer
Catherine Forster Hubert
Susan Tendler Kloten
Charlotte Baceas Knox
Lynne Shamburger Kramlich
Agnes Lane
Nancy Kaye Langlaur
Jacqueline Hart Leach
Joan Scherber Menkes
Jean Birmingham Osefsy
Jean Schackman Osefsy
Carol Mills Paige
Rosemary Inyont Pentz
Karen Pogoda
Eileen S. Rogoff
Regina Rosenbaum
Susan L. Schneider
Elon Shatz
Rebecca Epstein Silverstein
Elaine Winiker Smith
Francois Sigal Solomon
Ruth W. Sterne
Deborah Wolfe Stern
Ruthanne Theodore Stolz
Denise Galvin Swan
Caroline A. Tarbell
Helaine Groman Weiss
Artie Ldias Zborower

Class of 1968
Diane E. Bushner
Katherine E. Dobbie
Irene Pearson Doughty
Zoe Paley Greenberg
Susan Kravets Greenstein
Ruth Spritz Grossman
Thalia Kitikulis
Marsha Furchheimer Mattson
Susan Ball Nako
Lois Rosner Nodier
Annafeez Tozier Pease
Mary Jo Laycock Perlman
Linda Leshner Rezvan
Bonnie Portman Silver
Diane Gelfond Stellar
Barbara Greenberg Zdziarski
Janet Mattuck Zimmerman

Class of 1969
Ann G. Carp
Eileen Nicewicz Carroll
Class of 1971

Georgia C. Aggar
Karen Bryck Bloom
Ruth E. Bradford
Robert C. Devaney
Andrea Meisel Devries
Jean Schulman Dougan
Karen A. Green
Betsy McCaile Hane
Marjorie F. Hanrahan
Joan Kaiser Hubball
Ruth G. Keyes
Jacqueline Lasko
Dorothy E. Mullen
Susan J. Nee
Diane Brinn Rogers
Susan Sweeney Husdon
Mary S. Toulopoulos
Joyce Beldon Turner
Doris Wilhousky

PARENT CONTRIBUTORS

Dr. & Mrs. William Abesh P74
Mr. Joseph E. Albert P73
Mrs. Vinson Blanchard P66
Mr. Irwin A. Brodsky P68
Mrs. John G. Carolin P73
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin B. Coghlan P68
Mr. & Mrs. Philip T. Cohen P73
Mr. Robert Q. Coyne P72
Mrs. Douglas R. Crocket P68
Mr. & Mrs. Rubin Dragoff P73
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Dressner P74
Mr. Irving Eisen P63
Dr. H. D. Epstein P73
Mr. & Mrs. Edward W. Evans P74
Mr. & Mrs. Spencer Field P74
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Galway P62
Dr. & Mrs. Morris Geller P67
Mrs. Ralph M. Glaser P69
Mrs. Peggy F. Goldberg P73
Mr. & Mrs. Milton Golden P64
Mr. Joel H. Goldman P64
Mr. & Mrs. Manfredi M. Grass P74
Mr. & Mrs. John K. Greenland P73
Mr. & Mrs. Edmund Gurdak P73
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur B. Hawkins P72

Mr. & Mrs. Howard K. Hill P72
Mr. Harry Hruska P61
Mr. & Mrs. Sarcus Jaffe P72
Dr. Abram Judlowe P62
Mrs. Bernard Kaplan P61
Mr. Arnold I. Katz P75
Mr. & Mrs. Benjamin Lederman P71
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey J. Loveless P68
Mr. & Mrs. Francis W. Lovering P66
Mr. & Mrs. Louis Marshall P61
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold Z. Mason P75
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph F. McCarthy P73
Mr. & Mrs. John McDermott P68
Mr. William Perer P66
Mr. & Mrs. Leo Perkes P74
Mr. Miller G. Reed P67
Dr. Francis Rosner P68 & P65
Mrs. Louis Rudolph P73
Mr. & Mrs. William Sands P74
Mr. & Mrs. John L. Sisco P73
Mr. & Mrs. Augustus W. Soule, Jr. P75
Mr. & Mrs. Clifford Stedman P64
Mrs. Sol Sulka P70
Mr. Robert W. Tenner P74
Mr. & Mrs. Irving Triber P65
Mr. & Mrs. Philip Tuzzolino P75
Rev. & Mrs. Alfred Vail P66
Mr. & Mrs. Jack B. Wasserman P75
Mr. & Mrs. Morton L. Watstein P67
Mr. & Mrs. Albert J. Welch, Jr. P75
Mrs. Henry S. Wells P64
Mr. & Mrs. Frank L. Wiles P61

ADDITIONAL CONTRIBUTORS TO BUILDING PROGRAM SINCE PHASE I CAMPAIGN REPORT

Jeanne Hormann Blatchford '39
Polly Monroe Burghush '55
Jean Ann Heide '66
Dr. & Mrs. Lester G. Joseph P73
Carolyn Costello Turner '68

*Century Club Member
*Lord Newark Associate

CURRENT LESLEY COLLEGE
29 Everett Street
Cambridge, Mass. 02138